I. Community input
   A. (crickets)
   B. If you are reading this, come to our next Committee meeting next Sunday at 8PM!

*Note:
   • SO – Support Officer
   • SSO – Senior support officer

Officer Reports

II. Chair:
   A. We will be discussing SO recruitment

III. VCE:
   A. We had social media activity for our SO recruitment!
   B. 270 visits!

IV. VCCR:
    A. Mary White is out of office so no co-sponsorship updates as of now

V. VCI:
    A. No new reports
    B. An IR was filed

VI. VCH
    A. Hearing Saturday – Ankita and Stearns assigned committee members

VII. SOAL
    A. Meghan was not here but SSO Sally Greenberg from SO selections gave a presentation on the Dos and Don'ts of Selection Interviews

Subcommittee/Working Group Reports

VIII. P&P
    A. 1st meeting this Wednesday
    B. SO recruitment and selection, maybe the future

IX. FAC
    A. Meeting the third week of September

X. ASWG
    A. Finalized timeline for the working group
    B. Established a multiple-track system for sanctioning education and future sanctioning policy

XI. Assessment & Data Management
    A. Met with Peyton to establish some dummy-data files to experiment with
    B. Perception of Honor survey in the works – finger on the pulse
    C. Factfinding mission

XII. Representative Reports
    A. N/A

XIII. New Business
A. Standards Panel
   i. Being revamped to serve more as accountability body for the SO pool
B. Psychological Hearing Reform Strategy
   i. Options:
      1. Breaking down the CHI form from last meeting and voting separately
      2. Sunset clause on these new proposals so we have a chance to reaffirm the procedures
      3. CMD – bylaw changes to be fleshed out by P&P this coming week
   ii. Three most pressing points in the CHI procedure
      1. Dean of Students – 45-day limit to submit documentation
      2. Moving initiation of CMD procedure to after I-Panel
      3. Removing the admission of Act from the CMD procedures
   iii. Discussion on the three points listed above

XIV. Community input
   A. (crickets)
   B. If you are reading this, come to our next Committee meeting next Sunday at 8PM!